CS 201 – Encryption Chase

Clue #1

The most classic of ciphers will aid you here
as you search for exam points most dear
First you need to find in Olsson Hall
your Systems classmates' pictures upon a wall

My apologies to those I do not mention
But the form of a number is my intention
Draw from Cassidy to Hui to start the clue
Clark to Saunders is the next you should do

Mr. Incerto completes this measure
Now reveal the next step in your quest for treasure!

Answer 1:

Clue #2

The 80's are a time I hold most dear
Turtles and Transformers I love, it is clear
My sister, though, had a different creature
Tenderheart being the primary feature

On the second floor of MEC you can see
several planes of different pedigree
One of these has a similar name
to my sister's toys of fame

Using the man's name in the caption
take the following action:
Take the name as the "Frenchman's" key
to decrypt the following for me:

Answer 2:
**Clue #3**

We hold "Court" near Thornton Hall
but no judges sit this bench
Celebrations happen behind these walls
But could used for anything in a pinch

Find the plaque upon the ground
furthest from where I teach
dedicating the pathway to all around
so that his name is within reach

Take the two primes on this plaque
and using a more modern cipher
decrypt the following stack:
(Is there anything that rhymes with "cipher"?)

2631556 85819 1912836 2720646 46944 3436883 136363 1613689 2879955
587445 2430543 2707078 3645535 1346442 1912836 3521719 2662245
3881604 3914744 1522004 3918521 2059805 3436883 1657905 3966310
469691 2436002 2671258 3069562 1214303 2209916 1569324 2130163 831107

Answer 3:

```
[ ] [ ] [ ]
```

**Clue #4**

You have gone through quite a bit
as I have forced you to sit
through story after story of random facts
and lessons upon lessons of Java nicknacks

But something you might have gathered
that there is something that I rathered
to have had at my side
to help the time abide.

```
LNOOF.VROO
```

Answer 4A:

```
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
```

Take the city of its beginnings
to help you find your winnings
And use that as the "keyword", if you will
in this further test of your skill

UCHI PYB LO KNJUBOOJN PYSP VBHP PJ CHUCHCPX JH YCO IJN CH JFOOJH

Answer 4B:

```
[ ] [ ] [ ]
```